8:30–8:45 a.m.  Opening remarks  
   Eric Lupfer  
   Humanities Texas

8:45–9:30 a.m.  Hemingway and the Short Story  
   James Cox  
   The University of Texas at Austin

9:45–10:30 a.m.  Teaching Students to Read Like Writers  
   Oscar H. Casares  
   The University of Texas at Austin

10:35–11:20 a.m.  Childhood as a Lens in Teaching Fiction: Theme, Context, Technique  
   Katherine Henninger  
   Louisiana State University

12:15–1:00 p.m.  Teaching Students to Connect with Multicultural Stories  
   Chitra Divakaruni  
   University of Houston

1:15–3:45 p.m.  Critical reading seminars with faculty
TEACHING AND UNDERSTANDING THE SHORT STORY • AUSTIN
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TEACHER PARTICIPANTS

CHANEL ASHLEY, HARMONY SCHOOL OF INNOVATION, SAN ANTONIO
GLENDA BAYRON, S GARLAND H S, GARLAND
TIMOTHY BREWER, HARMONY SCIENCE ACADEMY, AUSTIN
CARLEEN CAPALDO, BURLESON H S, BURLESON
TARA CHAPMAN, BOOKER T WASHINGTON SPVA MAGNET, DALLAS
CAITLIN CONDERS, WEDGWOOD MIDDLE, FORT WORTH
ASHLYN CRAMER, DELAY MIDDLE, LEWISVILLE
ARDELL FLEMING, DAVID W CARTER H S, DALLAS
CASEY GAUSE, BOSWELL H S, FORT WORTH
CASEY GIBSON, CHURCHILL H S, SAN ANTONIO
SCOTT GONZALES, ALVIN H S, ALVIN
COURTNEY GONZALEZ, MADLA EARLY COLLEGE H S, SAN ANTONIO
MARIA GROSS, KENNEDALE J H, KENNEDALE
KASEY HENSON, ALVIN H S, ALVIN
TONESHA HOLLAND, HUTTO H S, HUTTO
TAMMY HOLT, EASTERN HILLS H S, FORT WORTH
ELIZABETH HOPKINS, AMARILLO H S, AMARILLO
JOSEPHINE ICARO, LASA H S, AUSTIN
JAMIE LANGLEY, RICHARDS SCH FOR YOUNG WOMEN LEADERS, AUSTIN
CASEY LEWIS, FLATONIA SECONDARY, FLATONIA
CHRIS LOGAN, BOWIE H S, AUSTIN
MICHELLE MCCAIN, WEDGWOOD MIDDLE, FORT WORTH
EMILY MINSTER MCCORKLE, RIDGEVIEW MIDDLE, ROUND ROCK
JACOB MORGAN, BOWIE H S, AUSTIN
KAREN MOSELEY, VALE MIDDLE, SAN ANTONIO
CYNTHIA ORDONEZ, ROBSTOWN H S, ROBSTOWN
MARY ELLEN QUADE, DECATUR H S, DECATUR
KATHERINE RAYMOND, ANDERSON H S, AUSTIN
BARBARA RICHARDS, NEEDVILLE H S, NEEDVILLE
STACY RODGERS, ANDERSON H S, AUSTIN
JESSE RODRIGUEZ, MARSHALL H S, SAN ANTONIO
MICHELLE RYAN, DRIPPING SPRINGS MIDDLE, DRIPPING SPRINGS
KRISTEN SHAHEEN, MADISON H S, SAN ANTONIO
CHRISTINA SHUBERT, PERRIN H S, PERRIN
SAMMIE SLOAN REYES, MANOR H S, MANOR
RYAN SMITS, FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT H S, DALLAS
CHRISTI STRANGE, ALVIN H S, ALVIN
LISA TAYLOR, RAUL QUINTANILLA SR MIDDLE, DALLAS
ARMINDA VILLARREAL, EDISON H S, SAN ANTONIO
ANNA VILLARREAL, CHURCHILL H S, SAN ANTONIO
HALEY WALLACE, LITTLE ELM H S, LITTLE ELM
DEANNA WATKINS, REGION 15, SAN ANGELO
LEEANN WHITE, PASCHAL H S, FORT WORTH
YOLANDA WHITTED, DALLAS ISD, DALLAS

PARTICIPANT EVALUATIONS

- Workshop was relevant and professionally useful.
- Workshop was intellectually stimulating.
- Workshop compares favorably with other professional development programs.
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